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her domains extending over huge stretches of both
Europe and Asia, Russia has many interests to conserve.
Furthermore, India with her over six hundred native
kings and chiefs are bound to Great Britain by treaty
agreements which are scrupulously observed on both
sides. To disturb this status quo would interfere greatly
with the peace of the world.1
Turkey's relations with Western Powers, a vast and
intricate subject, receives attention in Friedrich Nau-
mann's "Central Europe" (1916), from which the fol-
lowing suggestive passage is taken: "As things are
today the Russian and German economic systems supple-
ment each other wonderfully well. By a system of corn
storage we can protect our agriculture from a glut in
the supply, and for the rest we can make Russia the chief
source of our food-stuffs and raw material, so far as the
character of the country and the stage of development
over there admit of it. Our capital will then quicken
the further progress of Russian agriculture and the very
promising increase in mining, trade and industry. Looked
at purely from an economic standpoint the arrangement
is the most productive of all for us if it is permanent in
1 Lord Curzon of Kedleston, in a published address before the Philoso-
phical Institute of Edinburgh, 1909, said: "If India were to remind us
that in the British system she is the sole and veritable Empire, the preten-
sion could not be denied. . . . Consider in the first place what a part India
has played in the shaping of British policy and the expansion of the British
dominion. It has been the determining influence in every considerable
movement of British power to the east and south of the Mediterranean,
The Eastern question of the Middle Ages was merely the recovery of the
Holy Places from infidel hands. But once we had planted ourselves in
India, the Eastern question, though it revolved round Constantinople, was
in reality directed by considerations of the security of our Indian posses-
sions. But for India, Lord Beaconsfield would not have bought the shares
in the Suez Canal; and but for the Suez Canal, we should not now be in
Egypt. The historic rivalry and struggles with Russia for nearly a century
sprang from the supposed necessity of keeping her far away from the
frontiers of India. Had it not been for India, we should never have seized
the Cape or begun that career of South African expansion that has lately
entered upon so remarkable and pregnant a phase,''

